PICNIC BASKET

Humble Origins
Pierre-Auguste Renoir
Le déjeuner des canotiers (1880-81)
Though technically more of a restaurant
visit than an actual picnic, Renoir captures
the essence of outside eating.
At the height of impressionism he
captures a vivid moment of the luncheon
of the boating party, even including a
portrait of his future wife, Aline Charigot,
playing with a dog in the lower left corner.

grimace at the planned inclusion of
pigeon pie. The opening pages of Ian
McEwan’s »Enduring Love« feature a
couple laying out their picnic that will
soon be ruined by a hot air balloon.
Mole,

from

Kenneth

Graham’s

»Wind in the Willows«, is beside
himself at the notion of something so
tremendous as a packed lunch of cold
chicken, potted meat and ginger beer
and famously gasps ›O my! O my! O
my!‹. Speaking of potted meat, those
who grew up with the institution that
was Enid Blyton, routinely read of
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jolly good picnics taking place in all
manner of locations around England,
usually featuring ginger beer, tinned
pineapple and a large wedge of some
sort of cake.
Lest you grow concerned England
has long had the monopoly on all
things picnicking. It is at this point
I must mention Picnic at »Hanging
Rock«, an Australian novel, in which
three schoolgirls disappear, never
to be seen again. A little less jolly
than Blyton’s delightful feasts, but
certainly the most famous picnic in
the Australian literary canon.
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Despite the word ›picnic‹ immediately
guiding our minds towards visions
of England’s upper class idly picking
strawberries while actively making
marital matches, we most likely have
the French to thank for the picnic - or
at the very least, the word. The general
consensus is that ›picnic‹ comes from
the French word ›pique-nique‹ which
first appeared in print in the 1600s,
and described someone who brought
their own wine with them when eating
outside the home. Picnic then, for a
time, defined something more like
a potluck dinner that took place in
a restaurant or tavern. For the past
couple of hundred years, however,
picnic has meant precisely what it
means today – an outdoors location
and a well-packed basket (very well
packed if you belonged to the upper
echelons of British society).
Of course, the act of eating outside
was enjoyed by many prior to the
1600s; those for whom hunting was
a hobby in the Middle Ages regularly
partook in al fresco lunchbreaks.
Come to think of it, where do we think
the Vikings ate during their repeated
rampages well away from home? They
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Nicolas Poussin
Le Triomphe de Pan
(1635)
Even in paintings
of Greek mythology
picnics have
cropped up. This
one shows the
worship of Pan, the
god who releases
the inner animal in
humans, explaining
the state of the
snacks and drinks.
may not have done it on a blanket, but
they most certainly dined outdoors.
Even the Ancient Greeks had a word
to describe potluck meals which preempted the modern day picnic.

The English
Upper-class
taking over
While the French may have given
the English the word for it, they
themselves didn’t completely em
brace picnicking – indeed couldn’t –
until the late 1700s, when parks finally
became open to the public after the
French Revolution. Over in England,
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meanwhile, picnics were firmly in the
domain of the wealthy. No one else
could afford the luxury of having staff
pack up a feast and ferry the necessary
furniture and fine china outside for
comfortable

consumption

(most

couldn’t afford to put more than one
meal on the table). Thus picknicking
remained synonymous with class and
money for quite some time.
In the Victorian Era, picnicking finally
reached

the

masses.

While

the

wealthy were still going overboard,
reaching peak picnic sumptuousness,
the rest of society cottoned on to how

a good day of picnicking was almost as
good as a holiday. Suddenly picnicking
was the thing to do. Newspapers
published tongue in cheek guides
on how to have the perfect picnic.
Mrs Beeton’s »Book of Household
Management«, published in 1861,
featured a suggested list for a picnic
of twenty people. On it, among many
other treats were two pigeon pies, one
large galantine of veal and a quarter
of a lamb.

Elizabeth, popped in for a visit at a

Both German and Swedish had the
term picnic (picknick auf Deutsch and
also likely coming from pique-nique)
before the English did, and Europe
in general had a stranghold on the
hobby before America joined in. But
by the 1900s, picnics had become
popular on the other side of the pond
as well, and today remain a classic
event in the summer calendar.

King shovelled his in with his hands,

Historic Picnics

protest against the Iron Curtain.

Given its decadent ties, you might
be surprised to know picnics haven’t
always been idle and frivolous, and
instead, on several notable occasions,
have been used as political moves.
The political picnic is a thing. In 1939,
for the first time ever, a reigning
British monarch visited the USA.
King George VI and his wife, Queen

time when the USA’s feelings towards
Britan were somewhat frosty, as a
result of the former urging the latter
to participate in WW1. The King and
Queen needed to melt the ice – they
needed Roosevelt, the then President
of the United States: to help with the
next war. The royal pair was invited
to a picnic. There, they were offered
hotdogs. While the Queen allegedly
ate hers with a knife and fork, the
and in doing so, legend has it, helped
that ice thaw just a little.
Another political picnic of note was
the Pan European Picnic of 1989,
which took place in Sopron, Hungary,
along the border between Austria and
Hungary. It was organised by the Pan
European Union and the Hungarian
Democratic Union as a peaceful
What began as an event intended
to demonstrate the overwhelming
wish for the fall of both the curtain
and the Berlin Wall, became a key
occurrence in a series of events that
ultimately brought East and West
together. On that day, hundreds of
Eastern Germans escaped across the
border from Hungary into Austria,
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James Tissot
Holyday (1876)
Tissot captured a relaxed
picnic of the English
upperclass of the time.
Rich in details - the
sleeping chaperone, the
couple behind the trees
- the choice of subjects
is reminiscent of Manet's
work, but infused with
a hefty dose of British
conservatism.
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many helped by the Hungarian border
guards who were under instruction
from the Hungarian government not
to stop anyone fleeing.

Essential
Ingredients
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Picnics of yesteryear were a
sumptuous affair, with the servants
schlepping out fine silver and
furniture, and arranging everything
just so, all so those in fine frocks
could enjoy their feast by the lake,
or in the gardens. These days, few
of us have the requisite schlepping
servants, and the food has changed
somewhat – if not simplified – with
most cultures possessed of their
own picnic must-haves. Germans, for
example, see picnicking as essentially
interchangeable with the act of
grilling. Thus no picnic in the park is
complete without sausages, pork, and
a small disposable grill. Americans
seem to have a thing with hotdogs and
coleslaw. Pasta salad seems to be a
universal participant. In Australia a
picnic isn’t a picnic without alcohol.
While a few hundred years ago, people
were lounging about on furniture
and eating off china, today we are a
little less lavish. We’re more likely
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to be stretched out on slightly-toothin blankets, drinking from plastic
cups, our bottoms a little sore from
the hard ground and our laps bearing
the remnants of lunch. But somehow,
picnics retain their romanticism.
Perhaps it is the sunshine, or the
fresh air. Or a touch too much of that
tepid Prosecco in your plastic flute. n

Claude Monet
Le Déjeuner sur
l'herbe (1865)
Monet's work is an
answer to Manet's
previous piece, but
only 2 fragments
of the 4,6m x 6m
large painting are
finished.

Pieter Bruegel
the Elder
De Oogst (1565)
Paintings of picnics
tend to focus on
them as a leisure
activity, but long
before this tradition
was established
all over the world,
Bruegel showed it
as a few moments
of pleasure for the
rural poor; a short
break from the
daily toil for the
harvesters.
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